Create user-based collections for Slack Enterprise Grid

Legal Hold for Slack Enterprise Grid Data Sheet
Slack Enterprise Grid has transformed the way teams and
organizations communicate and collaborate. As more organizations
adopt Slack to drive productivity, the need to implement a legal hold
process becomes more critical. The challenge with preparing a legal
hold in Slack is identifying events, for example when a user joins or
exits a channel, and preserving that data in a single place.

Onna’s innovative solution allows you to perform user-based Slack
collections to preserve data needed for legal holds. Collect only the
user’s information and channels relevant to your legal hold and
automatically sync your Slack data until the discovery process is
complete. With an eDiscovery grade processing engine, Onna extracts
and indexes all related data and metadata from Slack workspaces.
Capture and preserve only what you need when you need it with
user-based Slack collections.

Granular Collections

Defensible Collections

API-Based

Onna lets you conduct granular
custodian-based collections
across workspaces, channels,
and public/private messages
while ﬁltering down the scope
of data ranges.

Onna collects all metadata from
the original source, extracts all
embedded items and zip ﬁles,
and preserves ﬁles in their
native format.

Onna uses Slack’s APIs to
extract all available ﬁles and
metadata related to
workspaces, users, and
channels for a comprehensive
preservation strategy.

Intuitive and Advanced Search
Leverage real-time and robust advanced search across your Slack Enterprise
Grid data. Onna OCRs all data and performs image entity recognition.

Capture Dynamic Data

Real-time Data Availability

Archive and Future Sync

Defensibly collect edits and
deletions through the Slack
Enterprise Grid API if the option
is enabled.

Even if an employee switches
positions, moves offices, or
leaves the company, their data
will always be retained once it
has been synced with Onna.

Onna creates a continuously
syncing archive of relevant data.
All future channels and content
from your speciﬁed users are
automatically synced to Onna.

Ready to Export

Collaboration and Sharing

Export native ﬁle productions with dat, csv, or custom text
ﬁles to continue your review in all major platforms.

Share your search results with your attorneys or your
internal team through Workspaces for easy collaboration
and day-to-day legal hold management.

Audit Logs

Smart Alerts

Onna maintains a comprehensive audit trial of preservation
activities, so you can have a defensible process at all times.

Set up smart alerts to remind you of important dates or
notify you when important clauses are found across your
enterprise data.

Beneﬁts
One Preservation Tool

Reduce Costs and Save Time

With Onna, there is no need to purchase multiple tools or spend
extra time preserving data across multiple platforms. Onna
centralizes the preservation and archiving process across your
enterprise platforms, including Slack.

Dramatically reduce costs and time spent on discovery and
legal hold requests by having an indexed repository of your
enterprise data this is always ready to be searched and shared.

Central Repository

Minimize risks

Maintain a centralized repository of your Slack data, enrich your
search index with machine learning for additional sentiment
analysis, document classiﬁcation, and custom classiﬁers.

Control who you share relevant data with and limit handoffs
between service providers and outside counsel.
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